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Logo Variations

standard two-color

Our standard logo consists of the orange “whorl” mark and 
purple “The Christensen Fund” logotype. The whorl mark 
represents the relationship between identity (a thumbprint) 
and place (a topographic map), and the typography is 
expressive, yet credible.

To be used when color printing is not available, the 
grayscale logo is identical to the standard two-color logo 
but appears in two shades of gray.

To be used when the logo must appear on a dark 
background and/or when color printing is not available.

standard grayscale

solid color

our logo
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Logo Usage Guidelines

minimum size

The logo must never be smaller than 1.25 inches across in 
print and 125 pixels wide on screen.

minimum clear space

preserving integrity and color

our logo

1.25 inches
or 125 pixels

Clear space refers to the space around the logo upon which 
no type, graphics, or other objects should intrude. The 
amount of clear space should be equal to the width of the 
whorl mark; at its smallest acceptable size this is approxi-
mately one third of one inch, or approximately 40 pixels. 

.33"

40 px

.33"

40 px

Do not alter the placement or rela-
tionship of any part of the logo.

Do not alter the color of any part of 
the logo, even if brand colors are used.

Do not stretch or distort the propor-
tions of the logo.

Do not replace the typraphy of the 
logo with any other font.

THE
CHRISTENSEN
FUND

Do not place the standard two-color 
logo against a color or pattern.

Do not apply any glows, shadows, or 
other effects to the logo.
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The Christensen Fund palette is bold, rich, and expressive. The six colors can be used in a variety of 
ways, evoking different moods and themes. Each color can be tinted lighter to achieve a muted effect, 
or at its full intensity for stronger messaging—but no color can be tinted lighter than 50%.

Color Builds

Suggested Color Combinations

our brand palette

cmyk rgb hex pantone

67.1øø.3ø.1ø 86.53.84 #563554 519

ø.56.1øø.8 216.119.37 #D87725 718

42.77.59.59 82.4ø.46 #52282E 2ø2

9.11.34.ø 232.217.176 #E8D9Bø 467

12.2.0.84 67.73.8ø #43495ø 7547

26.38.45.74 75.6ø.51 #4B3C33 7519

purple

orange

maroon

tan

slate

brown
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The designer type family consists of Legacy Serif and Leg-
acy Sans. The designer type family should be used for all 
materials and should only be substituted by the Microsoft 
and web-safe type family if these fonts are not available.

Designer Type Family

our typography

first level headlines | size: 26 / line spacing: 19

legacy sans
small caps (use lowercase)

second level headlines | size: 17 / line spacing: 20

Legacy Sans Std Book

third level headlines | size: 14 / line spacing: 12

legacy serif
small caps medium (use lowercase)

body text | size: 9 / line spacing: 12

Legacy Serif Regular
Legacy Serif Italic
Legacy Serif Bold
Legacy Serif Bold Italic

pull quotes | size: 13 / line spacing: 16

Legacy Sans Medium Italic

the preferred type layout is aligned left with 
no justification. 

first level
Second Level

third level
Body Text hent vullaor ad deliqui blan velit aliqui tat 
dolor Italic vulluptate corpero consecte deliquis nosto et 
praestrud tet ip ex exero Bold ut nulluptat. Ommy nullum 
augiatem autpat in  iustrud magnim in velesse quatue 
consectetum zezrit venit lumsandrem dignim quisisim 
ipit lam deldolup. Phasellus ultrices nulla quis nibh. 
Quisque a lectus. Donec consectetuer ligula vulputate sem 
tristique cursus. Nam nulla Bold Italic quam, gravida non, 
commodo a, sodales sit amet, nisi. Sed adipiscing ornare 
risus. Morbi est est, blandit sit amet, sagittis vel, euismod 
vel, velit. Pellentesque egestas sem. Suspendisse commodo 
ullamcorper magna.

Pull Quotes delent ad tetuerci enibh erit, In 
lat ea adignibh eriliquat do delent dio consed 
euguercidui bla feugueros at vel euguer ad 
magna augue diat ad  yuo ent nostrud magna 
facidunt wisl dolum ea  acinisi.

legacy sans
Legacy Serif
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The Microsoft and web-safe type family consists of Arial 
and Georgia. This type family should be used only when 
the designer type family cannot be used, such as in the case 
of an email or PowerPoint presentation.

Microsoft & Web-Safe Type Family

our typography

first level headlines | size: 24 / line spacing: 26

ARIAL REGULAR
second level headlines | size: 15 / line spacing: 21

Arial Regular
third level headlines | size: 10 / line spacing: 15

ARIAL BOLD

body text | size: 10 / line spacing: 15

Georgia Regular
Georgia Italic
Georgia Bold
Georgia Bold Italic

pull quotes | size: 13 / line spacing: 18

Arial Italic

the preferred type layout is aligned left with 
no justification. 

FIRST LEVEL
Second Level
THIRD LEVEL
Body Text hent vullaor ad deliqui blan velit aliqui tat 
dolor Italic vulluptate corpero consecte deliquis nosto 
et praestrud tet ip ex exero Bold ut nulluptat. Ommy 
nullum augiatem iustrud magnim in velesse quatue 
consectetum zezrit venit lumsandrem dignim quisisim 
ipit lam deldolup. Phasellus ultrices nulla quis nibh. 
Quisque a lectus. Donec consectetuer ligula vulputate 
sem tristique cursus. Nam nulla Bold Italic quam, 
gravida non, commodo a, sodales sit amet, nisi. Sed 
adipiscing ornare risus. Morbi est est, blandit sit amet, 
sagittis vel, euismod vel, velit. Pellentesque egestas 
sem. Suspendisse commodo ullamcorper magna.

Pull Quotes delent ad tetuerci enibh erit, 
In lat ea adignibh eriliquat do delent dio 
consed euguercidui bla feugueros at vel 
euguer ad magna diat ad yuo ent nostrud 
magna facidunt wisl dolum ea acinisi.

Arial
Georgia
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Collateral Artwork to Enhance & Express Our Brand

brushstroke lines

Comprised of six hand-painted lines, this element should 
be used sparingly and appear only in tan. On the back of 
our business card, a cropped section of the element appears 
at 65% opacity, and may be scaled back from 100% opacity  
as desired. Do not use it with the woven brushstroke 
pattern (below). 

Based on the brushstroke lines, the woven brushstroke 
pattern is used to cover larger areas, as shown on the cover 
and in the footer of this document. Use the pattern with 
restraint in either horizontal or vertical orientations, and 
do not use it with the brushstroke lines (above). The same 
color rules for the brushstroke lines apply to the pattern.

As seen on the cover of this document as well as on 
our letterhead and business cards, the single straight 
brushstroke is used as a dividing element. Generally, a 
single or double pinline (as used on this page) will suffice, 
but occasionally this single straight bruskstroke may be 
used to add visual interest and expression.

As seen on the cover of this document, the border of 
the irregular box has a similar quality to that of the 
brushstroke elements. The box is best used in white against 
a solid color, and must be anchored to one side (bleed 
off) of the document or page as shown. Do not float the 
irregular box with color surrounding it on all four sides. 
Rotate and scale it as necessary.

woven brushstroke pattern

single straight brushstroke

irregular box

our branding elements

background color

white irregular box 

anchored to right edge »


